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Key Chronology according to Drain ® 

Doc #2 Here is key chronology according to Drain on evidence transfer 

from Dallas to FBI HQers in WDC (105-82555-505 (sect. 21). He does not indicate 

the volume of alleged evidence that was transferred from Dallas to FBI HQers and 

returned to Dallas ... .No accounting of the volume of the evidence that was 

shipped on 11/23 at 3:10 a.m. on 11/23 arrived in WDC at 6:30 a.m. He was not 

accompanied by any member of the Dallas police (no account of control over the 

evidence by the office of record). ..He was accompanies by SS Agent Winston 

Lawson. Evidence was returned to Dallas on 11/23 arriving in Dallas on 11/24 & 

returned to Dallas Police Chief Curry. .. on 11/24... (Oswald was killed) and the 

evidence until 3:40 p.m. when Drain turned it over to Curry. 

Doc. 2 provides a list of all the alleged evidence that was returned to Dallas. 

Note*** There is much here in the Drain 105 document that exonerates 

Oswald*** 

Doc. 4 FBI WDC to Police Chief Curry 11/23/’63 JFK Dallas Police Dept. 

Collection Records of City of Dallas Municipal Archives, Box 3, Folder 22. . .This 

report from FBI Lab makes no evidence case against Oswald that would have 

nailed him as JFK’s assassin. Something more decisive needed. . . 

Doc. 5 Note that Drain was never questioned by the WC. . .This doc. 

demonstrates that the evidence against LHO was not convincing. . . 

Doc. 7 Curry’s examination by Dulles Vol. 4 of Hearings. . .(but no p. No. | 

need to correct). . . Dulles is shocked when Curry notes no Dallas PD personnel 

accompanied Drain and the evidence to WDC on 11/23... The chain of 

custody was violated. . . .Dulles saw this immediately but moved on with the 

interrogation . . . Curry noted in passing that there was at least 400 individual 

pieces of evidence .. . Curry noted that it was “someone in high authority who 

insisted on the transfer of evidence to FBI HQers in WDC...



OSWALD AS SOLE SUSPECT /Drain’s account, P. 2 

7C Hoover agrees that FBI should take control of the evidence in the case 

less (now that it is all mooted) it might begin to disappear if it remained with the 

Dallas police, etc. .. Katz and Ast Att. General Herbert J. Miller... .agreed. Noted 

that local police in Dallas wanted to be relieved of the burden, etc,... 

.(“Suggestion” came from LBJ/Hoover). . . 

8. Cadigan interviewed by Eisenberg speculated that there must have been 

4 to 500 pieces of evidence 

10. Hoover to LBJ 11/23 at 10:00 A.M. evidence against Oswald not very 

very strong.” 

11. Rosen to Belmont 11/23/’63 62-109060-106 (sect. 106) Notes that 

Shanklin assured that SA Drain will insure the continuity of evidence. Which 

never happened... 

12. Key Drain report 11/26/63 105-82555-505 (section 21) Drain records 

that he received from Lt. Day on 11/26/’63_ photos of Oswald’s fingerprint or 

palm print from trigger guard of a rifle. . . (This is first suggestion of planted 

Oswald print on K1... (More to come on this ). . 


